GEOSPATIAL SOLUTIONS

Daryl Madden
Looking for Team Members
AREAS OF INTEREST

• Processing of large areas of geospatial data
• Broad area search for disturbed earth
• Machine learning and batch processing of images (Feature Analyst for ArcGIS).
• Deep Learning and training sets
QUALIFICATIONS AND CAPABILITIES

Commercial Off The Shelf Geospatial products, analytics and services

RemoteView

- Industry-leading developer and integrator of advanced geospatial exploitation tools
- Delivers an extensive set of geospatial tools that significantly enhance the analytical workflow process

SeeGEo

- Ingest of GIS sources with common exploitation tools across maps, video and imagery
- Analytics platform and Marketplace
- Catalog & Unified Search, Imagery Exploitation, Video Exploitation
- Built for Scale: Based on commercial cloud technologies and designed for federation and content distribution

FEATURE/LIDAR ANALYST

- Machine learning software for feature identification and feature extraction from imagery
CAPABILITIES SEEKING

Analytic or technology for identifying disturbed earth
Contact Information

• Daryl Madden
• SVP
• Textron Systems Geospatial
• dmadden@textronsystems.com
• 703-467-2403 (desk)
• 703-870-8481 (cell)
• www.textronsystems.com